Hosted PBX: Keeping up with Technology
The cloud is the limit
Cloud technology continues to provide new opportunities and solutions for
business and industry. Particularly within telecommunications, cloud technology
is proving to be beneficial for businesses that don’t have adequate financial or
human resources to replace or support existing infrastructure, but are looking to
take advantage of emerging technologies.
Is that your company? Are you considering your options for advanced telephony
and data integration? Do you want to keep your business on the cutting edge?
Hosted PBX may be the answer.
Gaining the edge has never been simpler
On-premises equipment and solutions have become increasingly complex in
recent years and FairPoint’s Hosted PBX service can simplify the process of
keeping up with technological advancements. With Hosted PBX, your business
will receive a range of capabilities, including enterprise-class unified
communications features such as automatic call forwarding, integrated voicemail
and email, and Web-portal control of your communications. Also your company
can easily integrate other business applications like SIP trunking, VoIP calling
plans and Ethernet Dedicated Internet Access.
Other




Advanced features
offered today






Find-Me, Follow-Me
Selective Call
Forwarding
Auto attendant
Call Jump
SimRing

All delivered over a
cutting edge, best in
class, highly reliable
softswitch network
platform and a widely
distributed highly meshed
proven robust data
network platform.
We keep up with
technology so you can
focus on managing and
growing your business.

ways FairPoint’s Hosted PBX keeps your organization up-to-date:
No hardware for your company to maintain or upgrade
Upgrades to the software are provided as a part of the service
Since your PBX is virtualized on our nework, adding features to existing
service is easy and very cost-effective
 You only pay for what you use, so you can be flexible and maximize resources
where it makes the most sense for your business
 Inherent diaster recovery functionality helps ensure business continuity.
Business continuity is cruicial to maintaining your customer base and
ensuring you don’t miss any new opportunities.

Answer to the call of cutting-edge company
Leveraging technology can set your company apart and propel your business forward. To gain the
edge, you need to be in the position to benefit from new innovation as it becomes available. With
Hosted PBX provided through FairPoint Communications, you don’t have to worry about missing out on
the latest technologies in voice and data integration. We are constantly upgrading our network
platforms and exploring service enhancements and feature offerings. We can provide upgrades to our
customers quickly and seamlessly to keep them ahead of the curve. Ready to learn more about
becoming a Hosted PBX customer?
At FairPoint Communications, we don't just sell products and services — we listen, learn and help you
develop the kinds of solutions you’d create yourself if you had decades of telecom expertise and enough
time to focus on optimizing your telecom plan. Whatever your communications need, we can help.
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